
 



 



Welcome! 
 

ValleyCon 43: The Fargo Entertainment Expo is designed to 

be an event for all ranges of interest in popular culture, 

highlighting the sci-fi, fantasy, comic book, gaming, horror 

and related genres.  We just want everyone to have a great 

weekend and celebrate the fun in entertainment!  There are 

events for all levels, from film and video presentations, 

panels and workshops or just browsing and meeting our 

fantastic guests: CHRISTOPHER JUDGE, EMILY ROSE, 

LUCAS BRYANT, TROY DENNING, ERIK BURNHAM, 

CHRISTOPHER MIHM and TIFFANY JOHNSON! 
 

We have a stated mission to bring a wide variety of options 

to our attendees and we do listen, so chime in and let us 

know what you’d like to see! Needless to say, we are excited by the huge variety of guests and programming this year along with 

the return of major gaming and anime programming!  Check the program guide carefully and visit the vendors-which also 

houses our artists alley and guest tables-and then enjoy! 

I just want to thank everyone who helped this year, especially Curtis & Jenn Ness, Rhiannon , Audrey and Alexis, Sarah Galbraith, 

Raquel Smith and Frank Galbraith, Jim and Mary Bentzin, Dave Molay, Alan Lindahl, Jesse & Brigit Pigeon, Brent Peterson, Dan 

Hillstrom, Steve Eldred, Krista Arendes, Ben Larson, Kip Marvig of Comic Junction and especially RICH EARLY of Paradox 

Comics. I also want to thank Chris Perez as well as the gang at Shinespark for E- Gaming!   We have many others to thank from 

our organization to many outside of it so please forgive me if I leave anyone out. 
 

We especially want to mention our generous sponsors and supporters: THE FARGO CW and METV, PARADOX COMICS, 

HALLOWEEN EXPRESS, APPLAUSE, Dave Jacobs, Tim De Forge and Eric Falde and MCAM and many, many more!  Last but 

not least is the guy who started it all 40 years ago, Rudy Sigmund.   

Have a great weekend and look forward to next fall as we finalize plans!  Please chime in on it too!  Thank you for coming and 

everyone-have FUN! 
 

Tony Tilton 

Chairman-ValleyCon 43: the Fargo Entertainment Expo and the Fargo Fantastic Film Festival 16 and FM Comic Con8 and new 

show: Professor Eustace J. McGonigle’s TOYS, COLLECTIBLES & CURIOSITIES EXPOSITION! Coming Dec. 9!! 
 

 

 



I’M Han SOlo! 
Arggguugh!!  Oh yeah, that’s Chewie. We’re here to lay down 

the rules before you do something stupid like join the Empire. 

Badges ARE your ticket.  They tell us you belong here.  Badges 
MUST be worn at all times, especially in the party room areas.  
We will stomp/eject anyone who cannot show they belong 
here.  This INCLUDES inside the party rooms, as ValleyCon 
subsidizes every room and have an agreement with the hotel 
to NOT ALLOW ANY LOUD PARTIES OUTSIDE THE ROOM 
AREA.  Anyone deviating from this shall be stomped 
on/ejected (and no refunds of any kind given) and that room 
will be shut down by the hotel and their security, with possible 
additional issues from the police department. 
21 is the legal drinking age. 

 

Anyone exhibiting overly aggressive behavior will not be tolerated.  Be respectful of everyone and remember that costumes do not equal any 
consent.. that said, let’s have fun! 
Get some rest, eat something, shower, use deodorant (you don’t smell worse on the inside) and BE POLITE! 
No smoking ANYWHERE unless expressly approved (which basically means nowhere) and at LEAST 20 feet from the doors outside. 
No photography without permission & ask permission for video/audio, etc. with any guest. If they did not give you consent, you DON’T 
HAVE IT! 
Special rules apply to weapons for costumes, etc… follow them or items will be confiscated and authorities will be called. 
Decisions of those running the event are final and carry the weight of the hotel and law enforcement behind it.  Yes, for all purposes, they do 
“own” the place while they are here.  
Enjoy the events and if you have any questions, ask the Emper… er, Chairman! 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Standard Announcements of issues, rules, etc. we are legally obligated to make-and you to accept or leave the premises (as we won’t 

allow you to stay and yes, we have every legal right to do so!).  Cheers! 

DRINKING 
21 is the legal drinking age.  Hospitality Suites ARE NOT RUN BY VALLEYCON and some do serve alcohol, so it is up to them to card.  They will do so VIGOROUSLY.  

Even if you look like you’re 95, a PHOTO I.D. IS REQUIRED.  Party Suites have the ABSOLUTE RIGHT to refuse service or entrance to anyone.   ValleyCon will not 

tolerate underage drinking and anyone caught doing so will have his or her memberships revoked and criminal prosecution may occur. 

 

SMOKING 
According to State Law, virtually ALL areas are public areas and are NON-SMOKING and are marked as such.  There is ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING IN ANY FESTIVAL 
PANELS, ART SHOW, MERCHANTS ROOM, GAMING, OR OTHER DESIGNATED AREA.  Smoking is allowed ONLY in designated private rooms or at least 20 feet 
away from the outside entrance. 
 

LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS 
ValleyCon is NOT responsible for stolen, lost or misplaced items.  Please take care of your belongings.  In the event of something going missing, check with the 
hotel front desk or at the ValleyCon registration table.  *Note-we do cooperate fully with the Fargo-Moorhead Police Dept. 
 

WEAPONS POLICY – BASICALLY, DON’T BE STUPID! NO BRANDISHING, WAVING, ETC. ANYWHERE!!! 

Antique Firearms – ANY REAL GUNS – Are not allowed (only exception: Law enforcement/military with proper ID/notification to chairman). 
Firearm replicas (toy guns) – Are not allowed (except completely peace-bonded and approved per person) 
Pikes and Halberds- Are not allowed  
Swords, Knives, Dirks & Daggers – Must be completely sheathed and peace-tied. 
Axes, Claymores & Maces(includes all clubs/bats/etc.) – Are strongly discouraged but if you insist Axes must be sheathed and peace-tied. Claymores and Maces 
must be peace-tied to your person (strapped to your back, tied to your belt, etc.). All else peace tied. 
Bow & Arrows – Arrows are not to be drawn at any time. Bows must be un-strung and arrows tied in to the quiver. 
Walking sticks/Quarterstaffs – Are allowed with extreme care. 

Any other variation of weapons with distinction to be made by ValleyCon ONLY! 

Definitions: 

Sheath: a protective covering, usually of thick leather that protects the edge of the blade, the wearer and anyone near them from damage. The sheath must 

cover the entire blade, not just the tip. 

Peace-tied: the method of securing a weapon to the sheath, belt or body of the wearer. If the weapon is not peace-tied upon arrival at the festival front gate a 

worker must peace tie it for you. 

No drawing of any weapon at any time (only exception-prior permission during Masquerade presentation or display). 

If a weapon is drawn, the patron is subject to loss of weapon, removal from ValleyCon and/or prosecution by authorities. 

All patrons must be at least 18 years old to carry a weapon on site. 

 This policy applies to anyone carrying a weapon in with him or her or purchasing a weapon while at ValleyCon. 



 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 



X A S D F G H J K L M  PROGRAMMING   R T Y U S T Y U I O 
FRIDAY 

TIME  EVENT          LOCATION 

5:00 pm ValleyNewsLive MEET-N-GREET!                Conference Center Hall 
  Meet the ValleyNewsLive crew! 
 

STAR WARS “Special” VIDEOS!                  Woodlawn North 
Special videos of our 40th Anniversary subject! 

 

6:30 pm  OPENING CEREMONY!                    Woodlawn North 
Join us in the official opening of ValleyCon 43! 

    

7:00 pm EMILY ROSE & LUCAS BRYANT-EVERYTHING NOT HAVEN!              Woodlawn North   
Join our guests from Haven to hear about everything NOT Haven! Like UNCHARTED… and much more! 
*Don’t worry.. some Haven goodies! More tomorrow!  

 

8:00 pm CHRISTOPHER MIHM’S “DEMON WITH THE ATOMIC BRAIN!”           Woodlawn North  
A failed attempt to weaponize a machine capable of opening portals to other worlds creates an exponentially 
expanding bubble of fractured space-time which threatens to engulf the entire universe! An elite team of 
specialists must enter a "crack" in the disturbance and make their way down a rabbit hole of increasingly more 
dangerous alternate realities to find and shut down the machine which created it! Will their last ditch attempt to 
save humanity be successful? Will this be how the universe ends? Find out in writer/director Christopher R. 
Mihm's exciting homage to the sci-fi adventure films of the late 1950s: "Demon with the Atomic Brain!" 

 

9:00 pm PARTIES BEGIN!                  POOLSIDE 
The poolside parties begin and run all night!  Enjoy!! 
    

9:45 pm  BJ ARMANI’S CABARET -18+               Woodlawn North 
 

It's BJ Armani's Cabaret featuring the Vendetta Vixens from St. Cloud and 
Carmen Love AND Trixi Del Mar both amazing costume Queens. Drag Show 
and burlesque combine for a rare treat of entertainment. Only $5 for general 
public and $2 for badge holders. BRING YOUR SINGLES!! 

  
 
 
 

 

11:00 pm STAR WARS HOLIDAY SPECIAL!             Woodlawn North 

THE INFAMOUSLY worst fan film of all time – George Lucas’s own STAR WARS HOLIDAY SPECIAL!  We will 
still have the bar open.. ON PURPOSE. 

11:00 pm    STAR WARS HOLIDAY SPECIAL!       Woodlawn North 

THE INFAMOUSLY worst fan film of all time – George Lucas’s own STAR WARS HOLIDAY SPECIAL!  We 
will still have the bar open.. ON PURPOSE. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
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SATURDAY 
9:30 am  AGASSIZ DOJO                 Woodlawn North 

Join us for demonstrations from our own local dojo – AGASSIZ DOJO! 
 

10:00 am  STAR WARS FILMS-THE ONES WE DON’T TALK ABOUT              Chestnut 
Stop by and have a blast from the past! NOT THE TRILOGIES! 
 

  STARFLEET REGION 6 CONFERENCE                           Elm Room 
Since 1974, Starfleet International has given Star Trek fans a unique and fun way to meet each other, make 
friends, and celebrate together the worldwide phenomenon that Gene Roddenberry started 51 years ago. Join 
the USS Imperium as it hosts the annual gathering of members and fans from the six state areas known as 
Starfleet Region 6 to discuss where Starfleet has been and where it's going in the future.  
 

11:00 am  LUDOSPORT LIGHTSABER COMBAT DEMONSTRATION            Woodlawn North 
Have you ever wanted to learn how to really fight with a lightsaber? Well now you can with LudoSport 
International Lightsaber Combat Academy. Teachers from the Academy coming to Grand Forks will spar, do 
forms, and explain the sport that is spreading across Europe and the United States. 

   

11:00 am PARADOX COMICS PRESENTS:                             Chestnut 
  The PARADOX COMIC BLOCK – A ValleyCon Special Event! 
  Paradox Comics Presents: 

* Panels * Comics professionals * Games and prizes 
Celebrate ValleyCon in style at the Paradox Comic Block! We’re 
taking over programming for 2 hours of the best panels you’ll see 
all weekend! Want to know what to read right now, how to start 
collecting, or how to get in to the business of comics? We’ve got 
everything you need to know plus prizes, trivia, and more! 
11am: Comics on screen 
Where do TV and movies take their inspiration? What’s a shared 
universe? What’s next for your favorite characters? Discuss it all 
with us. 
11:30am: How to start reading comics 
Richard Early, owner of Paradox Comics, has a passionate presentation. He’s going to convert you into a regular 
comics reader by sharing his passion and knowledge and showing you how to begin reading today. 

12:00 Noon  12Noon: Today’s must read comics 
Darren Gregson has dozens of comics to show you featuring the best of today’s comics. Whether you love 
Game of Thrones, Disney stories, or a apocalyptic wastelands, you will fall in love with comics right here. 
12:30N The Art of Comics 
Our artist guests will host an in depth discussion of the process from pencil to finished work. This year’s panel is 
focused on a workshop approach so bring your projects and get ready to dig in. 
Games and Giveaways: 
We’ll have trivia to test even the biggest comic or movie experts. We’ll have coloring for the young and young 
at heart. And we’ll have door prizes, gifts for questions from the audiences, and awards for trivia and coloring. 
It’s the ultimate comic book block and it’s all at ValleyCon! Get your badges and plan to spend the morning 
with Paradox comics and your fellow comic fanatics! 
 

12:00 Noon TROY DENNING                      Elm Room 

One of our favorite Author Guests of Honor is back! Find out what he’s been doing, what he’s 
working on and who he cheers for on Sundays! 

 
 
 

 



12:00 Noon PRINCESS (and Prince) MAKEOVER WORKSHOP!           Woodlawn North 
Jennifer Boxer is a professional makeup artist and hair designer who is a 
great friend to ValleyCon! She also works for DISNEY doing the Princess 
Makeovers at DisneyWorld! Jennifer will show you how to create a 
Princess (and Prince) Transformation on your special someone… and a 
lucky one or two will be the model for the workshop! There will be a 
special drawing for a makeover via a raffle with the proceeds going directly 
to our charity, Sanford Children’s Hospital! Raffle tickets only $3 a piece! 
This is for a younger princess hairstyle with an age cap of 15. There will be 
another Royal Transformation raffle at the Charity Auction Saturday 
night-not limited to age (and yes, ANYONE can get it) and complete 
with an even more opulent tiara! Everyone in the workshop will learn how 
to transform and there is no obligation to get in on the raffle for the 
makeover! Tickets at Registration! 

 

1:00 pm COSPLAY JR. COSTUME CONTEST            Woodlawn North 
A special costume event for the younger members of ValleyCon!  Having fun is key and prizes for all 
participating!  Extra credit and main prizes for craftsmanship and originality or re-creation! 
 
 

PHOTO OPS WITH CHRISTOPHER JUDGE, EMILY ROSE & LUCAS BRYANT           Chestnut 
Don’t worry! We’ll call you up for photo ops if you have a little one in the Costume Contest! Here’s your 
chance to have a professionally shot photo with our guests! Sign up at their tables! This might be the only time 
to do it professionally-the photos will come back by later afternoon for autographing! (Yes, photo prices are 
separate from autographs, inquire at tables) 

 

JEDI ACADEMY Q & A                Elm Room 
LudoSport International Lightsaber Combat Academy is back for a Q & A. Learn more about this new Academy 
coming to Grand Forks and how to get involved! 
 

2:00 pm STAR WARS FILMS –THE ONES WE DON’T TALK ABOUT!             Elm Room 

More blasts from the past! NOT THE TRILOGIES! 
 

2:30 pm  CHRISTOPHER JUDGE!  *Right after Kids Costumes!            Woodlawn North 

Meet our Guest of Honor CHRISTOPHER JUDGE!  A gifted actor known for Teal’c but SO much 
more! Meet with Chris and hear some of his travels, films and shows, characters and works that he’s 
pursuing and that he experienced.  

 

3:00 pm  TIFFANY JOHNSON                                      Chestnut 
Welcome back our honored guest TIFFANY JOHNSON!   
Meet this joyous ball of energy and light and join her in her gallery! 

 

4:00 pm EMILY ROSE & LUCAS BRYANT             Woodlawn North 

Welcome our dynamic duo of HAVEN fame! All things Haven and much more! 
 
 

  WRITING FOR SCIENCE FICTION, FANTASY AND ALL GENRES!             Chestnut 
Join Author Guest of Honor TROY DENNING and regional author WILLIAM HEINZEN and possibly others 
(Ozgur?) for a panel exploring the ins and outs of genre writing! 

 

  ERIK BURNHAM                          Elm Room 

We had the great pleasure of hosting Erik at FM Comic-Con and we’re very happy he could join us again for 
ValleyCon! Find out what’s going on in the world of comics and illustration with Erik! 



X A S D F G H J K L M  PROGRAMMING  R T Y U S T Y U I O 
5:00 pm HOW TO MAKE A FEATURE FILM FOR LESS $ THAN A NEW CAR                      Chestnut 

Join our FILM GUEST OF HONOR CHRISTOPHER MIHM as he details how he’s made a LOT of films! 
 

 LGBT and HEALTH and MEDICINE as PORTRAYED BY ANIME (80 min.)         Elm Room 
Join ERIN MESSICK, Roswell Park Cancer Therapist, in a presentation on two important subjects and how 
Anime as a genre portrays them. 
 

Woodlawn North Closed for Banquet Setup              Woodlawn North 

Go buy stuff! Check out other panels! Get those Autographs!!! 
 

6:30 pm  BANQUET!   Seating at approx. 6:20; Dinner soon after!              Woodlawn North 
Excellent food, cash bar and some diverting entertainment during dinner and soon after!  Limited tickets 
available so purchase at Registration before they’re gone! 

7:15 pm  SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS – AWARDS AND MORE! 
All can join in after Banquet!  Be present for some special awards to very deserving individuals! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8:45 pm? THE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST           Woodlawn North 

SPONSORED BY PARADOX COMICS!   

ValleyCon has almost 40 years of costume contests and we welcome all levels 
of craft… awards for originality and re-creation as well as skills and more!  Sign 
up at registration before 5pm! 

 
 

During wait ART AUCTION followed by CHARITY AUCTION            Woodland North 

For judges! Bid! Bid! Bid!  It’s all great stuff-much donated BY OUR VENDORS and the Charity Auction 
benefits SANFORD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL! 
Also!! THE ROYAL TRANSFORMATION by Jennifer Boxer will be auctioned off! ANYONE 
CAN GET THE ROYAL TREATMENT with a Fantabulous Tiara as well!!! 
 

11:00pm(App.) SCA COMBAT DEMO!                               Woodlawn North 
  Our friends return with real combat – LIVE!! 

  STAR WARS HOLIDAY SPECIAL REPLAY!!                                Chestnut 
  Because it didn’t hurt enough the first time.. the bar is still open!! 
  
 

12:00 Mid. WARRIORS AND WENCHES!                 Woodlawn North 
A $2 “DONATION” WILL BE COLLECTED (with all proceeds going to the Breast and Prostate Cancer fund).  
Yes, this classic event returns for all!  You must be 18 or over, doors will be closed during the duration, no 
photography or video until after (with participant’s permission) and a select panel of all kinds does judging, with 
points for presentation and that elusive “x” factor!  Sign up at registration or show up a little before midnight! 
STRUT YOUR STUFF TO KILL CANCER! 

7:30pm          EMILY ROSE and LUCAS BRYANT IN CONCERT! 

        Right after the Banquet, everyone is invited to enjoy our guests in concert!      Woodlawn North 
        Doors will open for seating as the Banquet ends but of course; the best seats will be those  
        AT THE BANQUET and there are limited Banquet tickets available…! 

 



Pre-Register 

for 

ValleyCon 

44!  
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SUNDAY 
10:00am  SUNDAY MORNING VIDS                 Woodlawn North 
  Enjoy some classic STAR WARS offshoots! Fan films, “official” films (is Ewok Adventures canon?)… 
 

11:00am TRAILER PARK!                    Chestnut 
Trailers of upcoming blockbusters! 
 

12:00 Noon STAR TREK NEWS AND VIEWS                  Woodlawn North 
2017 marks the 51st anniversary of Star Trek. A new show is on the air (kinda). Discuss where it's going with 
Mike Urvand, Star Trek:Hidden Frontier Story Editor and commanding officer of Fargo/Moorhead's own USS 
Imperium, Steve Eldred. 

 

STAR WARS FILMS-THE ONES WE DON’T TALK ABOUT             Chestnut 
More classics! 
 

1:00 pm  HOW TO GET IT PUBLISHED!                 Woodlawn North 

Join Author Guest of Honor TROY DENNING and regional author WILLIAM HEINZEN and possibly others.. 
(Ozgur??) in a look at getting your work published! Breaking into the professional world or going the 
independent route… what might work for you? 

 

2:00 pm  DR. WHO                     Woodlawn North 
The Doctor is more popular than ever and we celebrate the newest regeneration… wait a minute… he’s a she?!  
Of  course, was “he” ever a “he” anyways? Are Gallifreyans equipped the same as Earthers? Join in! 
 

ROYAL TRANSFORMATION!                               Chestnut 

 

4:00 pm TALKBACK                     Woodlawn North 
  Bring your pithy comments, concerns and even praise, to the talkback!!   

 

4:30 pm  CLOSED!  SEE YOU DECEMBER 9th for PROFESSOR EUSTACE J. 
McGONIGLE’S TOYS, COLLECTIBLES & CURIOSITIES EXPOSITION (Vendors 
space on sale NOW!) and in 2018 for FARGO-MOORHEAD COMIC-CON 8 
and THE FARGO FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL 16 RIGHT BEFORE 

VALLEYCON 44! 
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ANIME JUNCTION ROOM 170 PROGRAMMING! 
FRIDAY 
4:00 PM: Amagi Brilliant Park 
   The "slapstick drama" begins with Seiya Kanie, a high school boy who is invited on a date in an amusement park by 
a mysterious beautiful transfer student named Isuzu Sento. He is introduced to Ratifa, a "real" princess and the park's 
manager, and is asked to be the acting manager of this "disappointing amusement park in the Tokyo suburbs. 
 

6:00 PM: Girls Und Panzer Der Film 
    When the Ministry of Education goes back on its promise to keep Ooarai Girls Academy open, the task of saving 
the Academy Ship falls to Miho Nishizumi and her barely-seasoned tankery team. However, things go off track 
almost immediately when the Ooarai tankery team is pitted against the leading university team in an all-or-nothing 
match! Fortunately, the girls of Ooarai may have more allies than they realize, and the final showdown to save their 
school begins. 
 

8:00 PM: Gate 
     A gate to another world appears in the middle of Tokyo’s Ginza District, and the citizens of Tokyo are attacked by 
cavalry, dragons, and demons. Itami, an otaku who was in the area to purchase his long-awaited doujinshi, becomes 
the accidental hero of the day and gets promoted to second lieutenant of the Self-Defense Force. Not long after, he’s 
sent on a mission through the gate into the other world with typical otaku-like expectations of what he’ll find there. 
 

10:00 PM: Problem Children are Coming from Another World, Aren't They 
     In the world known as Little Garden, factions and communities compete for power via Gift Games, in which 
individuals with unusual abilities are set against each other. But where there are winners, there are also losers. A group 
of losers bring in outside recruits and gamble that their new abilities will somehow reverse the tide! Fortunately, all 
three of the new members are far more formidable than anyone can imagine. Before they can win the games, they’ll 
have to learn how to work together. 
 
12:00 AM: Monster Masume: Everyday Life With Monster Girls 
     Kurusu Kimihito is an ordinary guy with a monster-sized problem: Miia, the monster girl! Part snake and all 
woman, Miia is affectionate and not afraid to show it, and she’s Kimihito’s full-time responsibility thanks to a certain 
government exchange program. But just when it seems like Kimihito’s hands can’t get any fuller, monster women of 
all species begin to invade his home! 
 

SATURDAY 
2:00 PM: Blood-C 
     Saya’s cheerful, clumsy exterior makes her well-liked at school, and she works hard to help out at her father’s 
shrine. However, her sunny disposition hides a secret: she spends her nights wielding a sacred blade against demonic 
monsters. She slashes through the shadows to protect her friends and family, but unbeknownst to Saya, she’s not the 
only one with secrets. 
 

4:00 PM: Is it Wrong to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon? 
     In Orario, fearless adventurers band together in search of fame and fortune within the underground labyrinth 
known as the Dungeon. However, Bell Cranel, novice adventurer, has bigger plans than riches and glory; he fights 
monsters in the hope of having a fateful encounter with a girl. When this happens, it doesn’t go exactly as he planned. 
Thus begins the story of an unlikely pair, a boy and a goddess, both trying to prove themselves, both eager to reach 
their goals. 
 

6:00 PM: Ultimate Otaku Teacher 
      Junichiro Kagami: scientific prodigy, groundbreaking physicist, published author…hopeless otaku. Now, a 24-
year-old NEET with his science career behind him, Kagami finally has time to devote to the things that REALLY 
matter: updating his anime blog. But after his sister forces him to get a job as a teacher. 
 
 



8:00 PM: Food Wars! 
     Soma Yukihira is a teenage chef who is always looking for the perfect flavors and combinations in his cooking. So 
when his father suddenly closes down the family diner, Soma realizes his dad has bigger plans for him. With the intent 
to spark his creativity, Soma is enrolled in a cutthroat culinary school. Will he make the cut, or will his pot boil over 
in the first season of Food Wars! 
 

10:00 PM: Shimoneta: A Boring World Where the Concept of Dirty Jokes Doesn’t Exist 
     Ayame is leading a double life, she’s both the VP of one of the most moral student councils in the land but also 
secretly the panty-masked bandit dedicated to mass acts of public obscenity in the name of SOX—a brigade of 
sorts—dedicated to spreading the good news of being lewd. 
 

12:00 MIDNIGHT: Prison School 
     There are five new male students at Hachimitsu Private Academy, the prestigious formerly all-girl’s prep school, 
and when the boys are caught peeping, things take a turn for the perverted! Now, the boys are stuck in the school’s 
on campus prison run by the beautiful and ruthless Underground Student Council, and they’ll have to scheme, flirt, 
and cheat their way out! 

E-GAMING 
Come check out the e-gaming room, brought to you by Shinespark Gaming! You will find 
a huge selection of video games, both new and old. The room offers open gaming 
throughout the weekend. If you're the more competitive type, check out the scheduled 
tournaments for an opportunity to win some nice prizes! 
 
Hours: 
Friday - 3:00p-12:00a 
Saturday - 10:00a-12:00a 
Sunday - 10:00a-3:00p 
 
Tournaments        Puyo Puyo Tetris: 
Mario Kart 8:        Open Friday-Saturday 
Friday, 8:00p        Highest number of wins in Fusion-Endurance  
4 player matches, best of four races, top two players advance   mode wins 
150cc 
Normal CPUs 
 

Super Smash Bros 4 (Wii U): 
Saturday, 4:00p 
1v1, best 2 out of 3 
2 stock, 6 minutes 
No items 
Legal stages: Final Destination, Battlefield, Miiverse, Smashville, Town and City, Dreamland 64, All Omega stages 
 
ValleyCONsole Tournament: 
Sunday, 12:00p 
The ValleyCONsole tournament is made up of several different games across several different consoles. A different 
game is played in each round of the tournament. You won't know which games are being played until you show up, 
so come prepared! 
 

 



 



 



ValleyCon Parties! 
 

126 The Fight Club: The party room starts at 8:00 to whenever Friday and Saturday ...night. We have an 
Open Bar and will be sponsored by the Fargo Brewing Company; this year will be our second year Fargo Brewing 
company has sponsored our party room. All donations and tips go directly back into the Fight Club party room. 
 
 

128 Dr. Who: Join us for Doctor Who videos and bad pun refreshments! No alcohol served but feel free to 
bring some in and share with your host! Our suite is dedicated to being a quiet place to argue about which Doctor is 
your Doctor and to hide from the people that disagreed with you in “that other con suite.”  
 
 

130 CrouTONS of fun: In a world of bread, soup and villainous salad only a stiff drink will help knead the 
dough of fate.  
 
 

134   Cove of Justice: Come sit on the infamous Iron Throne and enjoy games, drinks, movies and fun! 
 
 

158 Kilton’s Monster Shop: 21+! Enter Breath of the Wild’s Hyrule. Come into our shop to enjoy 
potions and everything we have to offer!  
 
 

162 Karaoke Krypt: The return!!  Come belt out your favorite tunes in the long-time Karaoke room.   
 
 

164   Pirate Bangers: Authors Ivery Kirk, Luna Teague, and Ozgur K. Sahin return!  Separate works include 
the Timebangers series and the Brethren of the Spanish Main series.  Come for the themed decor, drinks, snacks and 
the cranked-up A/C.  Stay for the humor, the pirates, and Ye Wheel of Dares.  Warning: some adult content. 
 
 

166 Marscon 2016:  Visit our cousins from the Deep South (Minneapolis) and check out MarsCon 2018! 
 
 

170 Anime Junction: Watch new and classic anime, meet and mix with anime and manga fans, both 

experienced and the newbies! COMIC JUNCTION SPONSORS! 
 
 

226 Star Wars Cantina & Mandalorian Mercenary Lounge 
Extremely rough in nature where villainy, violence, and entertainment are to be expected.  Come on in and join the 
party whether you are Rebel or Empire scum.  Younglings and Sithlings must remain with the droids at the door.  
Back by popular demand, the Mandalorian Mercenary Lounge will return along with EVERYTHING you loved about 
it at prior ValleyCons!  Join in the late night gambling, intergalactic rum running and let go of your inhibitions while 
enjoying the entertainment at the Mercenary Lounge.  In the lounge it is no holds barred, anything goes so be sure 
to have a good time. 
 
 

232/234 STARGATE – a Brand New Chapter:  After many years of being buried, the Stargate is 
open once again. Once it flares to life, enter the wormhole and begin your exciting journey.  Be reunited with old 
friends and make new ones in this safe and friendly environment. Our intelligence reports refreshments and fun SG1 
activities. Don't be left behind. Visit the Stargate room for an adventure you will never forget.   

 
 



 
 



 



 



 



 

 


